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The Designer 
Jewellery by Petra Wichmann is a passionate personal story, 
inviting you to a journey of spirited creativity and timelessly 
beautiful pieces of jewellery.

Since 2017, the designer living in the south of Germany has 
been following her re-discovered passion for artisanal work 
which led her to design and craft her own jewellery collection. 

Her many years as an art director in Germany and Spain and 
her experience in the arts and design deeply influence her 
jewellery creations just as much as her travels to the most 
remote places on earth. All these influences and her intuitive 
understanding of harmony and aesthetical beauty brought her 
to create soulful pieces of jewellery with a modern approach.

Jewellery that plays with organic shapes and natural materials 
and thus combines visual and haptic emotions.
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Rosewood Necklace
with Mandala
Mala beads necklace with rosewood, rose quartz,
crystal and small, glittering intermediate beads of
haematite. Pendant and clasp rosé gold-plated
sterling silver. 

Length 90 cm, pendant 30 mm, wood beads 6 mm
Also available in silver.
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KE-L-H-SVR-0002

KE-L-H-S-0002



Grey Wood Necklace with Mandala
Mala beads necklace with grey wood and glittering intermediate 
beads of haematite. Pendant and clasp sterling silver.

Length 90 cm, pendant 30 mm, wood beads 6 mm
Also available in rosé gold-plated sterling silver.
Prices on page 29
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KE-L-H-S-0001

KE-L-H-SVR-0001



Bayong Wood Necklace
with Tassel
Mala beads necklace with natural bayong wood, 
high-quality crystals, quietly sparkling small inter-
mediate beads. Pendant with black tassel, faceted 
onyx und gold-plated ornamental pearl. 

Length 92 cm, pendant 7 cm, wood beads 6 mm
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AR-W3X-L-0003



Natural Treasures 
My work as a designer is inspired by nature’s treasures,

the authentic beauty of other countries and the aesthetics
of very different cultures. 

To preserve these treasures, I use them very carefully
and create new precious objects with them. 

Pieces of jewellery of lasting value which in their quiet beauty 
withstand the passage of time.

By only making very limited numbers of my designs and
producing any demand beyond that on the basis of orders, 

valuable resources are saved.

This, of course, affects delivery times but this type of
“slow jewellery” just increases the joyful anticipation of

made-for-you jewellery orders.
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Cubes Necklace
Shining onyx combined with carnelian cubes, silver intermediate 
elements and sterling silver cord chain. 

Chain length 97 cm, width 1.7 mm, cubes 4 x 4 mm
Also available in combination with matt mountain-crystal cubes 
on a gold-plated silver chain, length 103 cm.
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KE-L-SV-0001KE-L-S-0002



Statement Necklace with
Eye-catching Pendants
Necklace in matching silvers and greys and
rich in detail. With labradorite, mountain
crystal, agate, haematite, freshwater pearls
and crystal beads.
Three pendants: ginkgo leaf, faceted
matt mountain-crystal sphere and central
mountain crystal.

Length 81 cm, necklace elements 4 to 5 mm
Central pendant 18 x 30 mm
Silver elements and clasp in sterling silver

8KE-L-S-0001



Amazonite, warm gold tones
and freshwater pearls
Amazonite necklace in light turquoise with gold-plated sun symbol, 
freshwater pearls and gold-plated elements.
Length 80 cm, necklace elements 3 mm, pendant 15 mm.

Pendant with circle element and freshwater pearl on a pea chain in 
gold-plated sterling silver. Length 60 cm, pendant 30 mm

KE-L-LV-0003 9KE-L-SV-0004 



Gentle Soul
Creating and crafting pieces of jewellery is a very intuitive
process for me, in which the choice of materials plays an

important role. Precious stones, freshwater pearls,
silver and gold, fine woods, natural leather and silk offer a

great haptic experience than combines with the energy
of tender craftmanship. This gives my creations their

unique character and a gentle soul. 

I create my necklaces, earrings and bracelets for
fashion- and self-confident women and men. For individualists 
and nature lovers who enjoy giving their personality a natural 

yet very personal style.  

With each piece of jewellery you decide for fine materials,
a clear design and high-quality craftmanship.

You make a conscious decision and a statement,
 free from status and prestige. 
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Boho Pendant with Tassel 
Detailed Boho pendant with crystal, agate and tassel in beautiful grey tones.
Combined with sterling silver cord chain or silk cord.

Length 70 or 90 cm, pendant 11 cm, silver elements in sterling silver.
Also available with smoky quartz, agate and taupe tassel.

KE-L-S-0006

KE-L-S-0007

KE-L-S-0004
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Rosé gold-plated 
silver earrings with
crystal and agate.
Length 3,3 cm

Ginkgo leaf earrings
with moonstone
in gold-plated silver. 
Length 4,5 cm

Spinel earrings 
with bicolour silver
and small heart.
Length 4,3 cm

Earrings
IN GOLD-PLATED STERLING SILVER 

OH-SV-0003

OH-SVR-0001   
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OH-S-0002



Bicolour earrings with
gold-plated platelet
and filigree ring
Length 3 cm

Gold-plated sterling silver 
earrings with circle element
and freshwater pearls 
Length 4,5 cm

Earrings
Shimmering freshwater pearls and and matt brushed
gold celebrate a feminine look in a clear design.
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OH-SV-0009

OH-SV-0010

OH-S-0016



Stud Earrings
Sterling silver stud earrings with eternal knot, which is
regarded as a symbol of infinity, harmony and a long life in 
many cultures. Small spheres or cones and shiny little platelets 
adorn the studs and give them a playful movement.

Length: approx. 4 cm, width: max. 15 mmOH-S-0013         

OH-S-0009         

OH-S-0014         
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Creole Earrings
Playful gold-plated sterling silver earrings 
with creole, decorated with small tourmalines.
Length 3.5 cm, max. width 14 mm

Keshi Earrings
Casually elegant earrings in Bohemian-chic style.
Gold-plated sterling silver and freshwater pearls.
Length approx. 4.5 cm, max. width 13 mm
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OH-S-0015

OH-SV-0002



Macramé
Bracelet Sets
Handwoven macramé bracelets with
sterling silver elements, combined with
bracelets on elastic band.

Macramé bracelet with smoky quartz
and ornamented silver beads, combined
with two crystal bracelets.

Bracelet set in champagne blush tones,
with agate beads and net elements,
combined with a crystal bracelet.

Bracelet set with black macramé bracelet
with gold-plated ornament and mother-
of-pearl, combined with an aragonite and
a freshwater pearl bracelet.

Also available in gold and white.
Combined with bracelets of white
jade and aventurine quartz.

AR-SET-0004

AR-SET-0003         

AR-SET-0002

AR-SET-0001   
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Gemstone Bracelets

Faceted blue river stones,
various sterling silver beads
with matt and brushed surface
Beads 8 mm, spring ring clasp

Glittering agate beads, sterling
silver elements, freshwater pearls
Beads 8 mm, spring ring clasp

Shimmering moonstone combined 
with sterling silver platelets. 
Beads 5 or 8 mm, spring ring clasp

WITH SPRING RING CLASP
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AR-MV-0003       

AR-MV-0001

AR-MV-0004 
AR-MV-0005       



Gemstone Bracelets
ON ELASTIC BAND

Delicate bracelets in blue agate or matt
mountain crystal, combined with small sterling 
silver flowers and gold-plated silver elements.

Standard size approx. 16,5 cm inner dimension
Width of the stones 4 mm

AR-EL-0001AR-EL-0002 18



Glamorous
Wrap Bracelets
Every single bead in these bracelets is
carefully woven by hand.

Waxed cotton, a high-quality crystal button 
and matching sterling silver end caps.

Available in different designs:
Sterling silver beads with cotton cord
in blue, brown, grey or black

Sterling silver wheels with matt
mountain crystal in grey or white

Rosé-gold coloured hematite beads 
with black cotton cord

Width of the beads 4 mm
Length as desired
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AR-W3X-SC-0004

AR-W2X-GR-0002
AR-W3X-BL-0001

AR-W3X-BR-0001



Sustainable Beauty 
The basis for all my leather bracelets is high-quality natural 

cow leather. It comes from the original Swiss Browns of a local 
Bioland organic-certified Arche farm* in the Allgäu.

The farmer delivers the skins to a traditional German tannery, 
where they are tanned completely chromium-free,

with extracts from mimosa, acorns and bark, and then dyed 
with plants. Thus, the leather keeps its natural feel and

becomes wonderfully soft.

Local designers use this leather to manufacture their bags
and the offcut pieces I use for my leather jewellery.

By this collaboration almost the entire hide is made into 
high-quality products with a long life-cycle.

20 * Arche farms breed farm animal races threatened by extinction.



Leather Bracelets
FOR HER AND HIM

Natural Leather Bracelets
Beautiful wrap bracelets for women and men that
combine casual natural leather with elegant
semi-precious stones, natural woods or macramé.

Women’s double wrap bracelet made of rosé-gold
hematite, matt mountain crystal, combined with
cognac-coloured natural leather. 
Length as desired, standard length 36 cm
width 3 to 6 mm, sterling silver S-hook clasp 

Men’s triple wrap bracelets made of dark brown
natural leather, ebony and small pyrite stones or
cognac-coloured leather with handwoven silver
hematite elements.
Length as desired, standard length 57,5 cm.
Width 10 mm, sterling silver lobster clasp.
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AR-W2X-L-0002

AR-W3X-L-MA-0005

AR-W3X-L-MA-0002



Women’s
Leather Bracelets
Cognac-coloured natural leather bracelet and
handwoven rosé-gold hematite elements.

Triple wrap bracelets with cognac-coloured
leather, combined with freshwater pearls or
blue sparkling faceted crystal beads.

Double wrap bracelet with grey hematite and
shiny onyx, combined with black natural leather.

Width 6 or 10 mm, length as desired
sterling silver S-hook clasp
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AR-MV-L-F-0002

AR-W3X-L-0001

AR-W3X-L-0003

 AR-W2X-L-0001



  

Men‘s jewellery
FOR INDIVIDUALISTS

The material mix of semi-precious stones
such as labradorite, onyx and amethyst,
sterling silver, precious woods and natural 
leather give each piece of jewellery its
special look.

AR-MV-S-MA-0001

KE-L-S-MA-0001

AR-W3X-L-MA-0001 23

AR-MV-S-MA-0003



Organic colours, natural appeal and always casual
to wear. Handmade men‘s jewellery with a strong
character and a gentle soul.

Men‘s Bracelets
FOR NATURE LOVERS
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AR-MV-S-MA-0002

AR-MV-L-MA-0001

AR-MV-L-MA-0002

AR-W1X-BR-MA-0001

AR-W3X-L-MA-0004



Short gemstone chains

    see online shop

What makes my 
jewellery special
✽  natural and fine materials
✽  handcrafted and of highest quality
✽   timeless design with individual character
✽  small series and unique pieces 
✽  careful use of resources
✽  sustainable natural leather from the region
✽  cooperation with local firms and designers

What you can expect
with every purchase
✽  convenient ordering through online shop
✽  personal advice and individual service
✽  fair margins
✽  precious and wearable pieces of jewellery 
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Natural uniqueness 
Semi-precious stones, freshwater pearls, wood and
leather are natural materials, shapes and colours
might therefore vary.

I produce my jewellery in small numbers, remakes
might slightly differ in detail – should this be the case
with your order, I will inform you in advance.

If your required number of pieces is not available in
the shop, please get in contact with me and I will check
if I can re-make the pieces for you.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any
questions. 
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Each piece of jewellery is delivered

to you in a beautiful box. 27
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